
Flowered Loom Knit Fignure 8 Headband  
written by Gloria Wolf 

 
 
 
Used Martha Stewart Knitting 
Loom  
 
Adult size 17 total pegs. (width is 
8")  15 pegs (width is 7") or 13 
pegs (width is 6"). The headband is 
very stretchy.  
 
Children size use 9 or 11 pegs and 
measure child's head to determine 
how long.  

 
 
To measure the increase/decrease rows. Place marker on last increase row to 
determine when to start the decrease row, which should be the same.  Then you will be 
able to determine how many inches you need to make for the middle ( between the 
increase and decrease rows) you probably want about a 20" total for headband size.  
Fits snug, but will not slip down.   
 
Use 
2 U shaped ends 
2 6-pegs bar 
2 12-pegs bar 
 
Large- Place 16 blue pegs and 1 gray peg (8 pegs on both sides of the middle gray peg) 
Total 17 pegs 
 
Medium- Place 14 blue blue pegs and 1 gray peg (7 pegs on both sides of the middle 
gray peg) Total 15 pegs 
  
Small- Place 12 blue pegs and 1 gray peg (6 pegs on both sides of the middle gray peg)    
Total 13 pegs 
 
Increasing rows 

 
In the increasing row you will need to do the 
following.  The gray peg is the middle peg and all 
increase stitches are the next blue peg on both 
sides of the gray peg.  You will need to move your 
all stitches over (outward) to the next pegs leaving 
the 2 blue pegs next to the gray peg empty. You 



will need to fill in the empty peg with yarn by using the stitches on the previous row (this 
is the loop inside) pick up those stitches and place over the empty pegs.  You will be 
increasing 2 stitches per row one blue peg on both sides of gray peg. E-wrap that row 
as normal. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Decreasing rows 
 
In the decreasing row you will need to do the following.  Remember the gray peg is the 
middle peg and the decreasing pegs are the 2 blue pegs next to the gray pegs.  You will 
need to move (inward) the loop from the second blue peg from the gray peg over to the 
first blue peg next to the gray peg and then move over the rest of the pegs closing in the 
gap so no pegs are empty. The decreasing pegs will have twice as many yarn loops 
than the rest.   
You will be decreasing 2 stitches in row one stitch on both sides of the gray peg. E-wrap 
that row, and pick up all the decrease stitches which the decrease pegs will have 2 
loops.   

 
 
 
All your increase and decrease rows should always start on the same side.  (RS row) 
 



How to start 
This pattern is for the size small 13 pegs used 
 
 
Start in the middle with making 5 E-wrap pattern, work the row start wrapping at  2 blue 
pegs, 1 gray peg, and 2 blue pegs.  Work 3 more rows ending on right side.   
 
*RS. Increase row.  (review instructions above) E-wrap the increase row and work 3 
more rows ending at RS 
 
*Repeat the increase row and 3 rows until all the pegs are filled (13) this row should be 
about 6" inches wide.   If you want the width smaller use less pegs. Use odd number 
pegs.  2 pegs equal 1 inch. 
 
In the last increase row place a marker on the stitch from the gray peg.  Should be 6" 
long.  
 
Work the headband until the desired length before you that to start decreasing.  
Measure up to the marker ( so if it measures 6" inches...your decease rows should be 
6"inches) my headband measured 20 inches long , so work the E-wrap 8" width on 13 
pegs.   

 
Increase row.    6" 
Decrease row.  6" = 12"  
Middle rows working straight 13 pegs 
or your desired length. Mine was  8" 
long (between the increase and 
decrease rows 
The total length of your headband is 
20"  (remember that the headband will 
be very stretchy so you might want to 
make it smaller than you normally 
would.) 
 
When you reached your desired 
length, place a marker on the first 
decreasing row on the stitch from the 

gray peg.   (Review instructions above) Work the decrease rows the same way as the 
increasing rows and 3 rows between.  
 
*RS E-wrap the decrease row and work 3 more rows ending on RS.   
*Repeat until you are back to the final 5 pegs.   Work 3 more rows and bind off. 
Decrease row should be 6". 
 
 
 



To finish: 
 
 
Sew 1 or 2 buttons on bottom of the headband.  No need for a button hole since the 
stitches are big enough to put a large buttons through.   
 
Make a big flower of your choice and sew it on the side of the headband.   
 
Note:  the E-wrap pattern has two different sides. 1 having a distinct twisting pattern 
(RS) and the other side looks like a normal knitting pattern (WS). To keep the pattern 
consistent I place a marker on the gray peg on the RS so I know when to do the 
increasing and decreasing rows, which is on the right side.  It also tells me if my pattern 
is correct because I will always wrap the pegs the same way and the last peg I wrap is 
on the WS peg.  (the ones in back) 
 

 
 
I thank you for choosing this pattern to make 
your headband.  If you have any questions on 
the pattern, please feel free to email me on this 
site and I hope to get back with you as soon as I 
can.   
 
This is my first time in writing a pattern so I hope 
you can understand it and will be easy to follow.   
  
You can use this pattern for personal use and 
you can sell the headbands that you make, just 
please do not sell the pattern and claim as your 
own,  instead give me credit for making it by 
sending a comment to me and let me know your 
intentions.   I would like to see pictures of your 
finished headband.   
 
 
 
 

 

Happy loom knitting! 
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